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Abstract 

In the past years, automated driving has been receiving much attention from researchers and 

engineers around the world. As a result, various advanced driver assistance systems are installed 

as standard or are far developed. However, they may still fail and request the driver to take back 

vehicle control. Moreover, drivers are allowed to override the system whenever they wish. 

These driver-initiated take-overs may happen anytime, even in driving situations with low time 

budgets and high vehicle dynamics. The conditions present challenges since fast and 

appropriate take-overs are required while the drivers have little time to react, face dynamic 

driving situations, and potentially hardly have experience and routine in taking over. To date, 

driver-initiated take-overs have barely been investigated. Therefore, it is questionable how 

drivers react and how they perform. Hence, the present thesis investigates what might happen 

if drivers take over control in time-critical and dynamic driving situations. This question 

includes behavior and performance but also the perceived criticality. 

In the first driving simulator study, two criticality assessment tools were tested on validity. 

Participants (N1 = 25) experienced take-over situations with different time budgets and 

evaluated the criticality on two rating scales. The results showed that they are both equally valid 

and that increasing practice neither changed the perceived effort ratings nor the take-over 

behavior. Except braking became weaker with more experience. In the second and third driving 

simulator study (N2 = 42, N3 = 60), it was investigated how drivers perceive time-critical and 

dynamic take-over situations and how they behave and perform when taking over. The 

participants were triggered to take back control in brake (study 2) and double lane change 

situations (study 3). The results demonstrated that drivers could differentiate between different 

degrees of objective criticality and adapted their braking and steering to the driving situation. 

Take-over times were very low under all conditions and were hardly affected by the driving 

situations. Drivers decelerated and steered stronger than necessary and changed lanes without 

reason. Thereby, they risked vehicle instability, lane departures, rear-end collisions, and 

collisions with overtaking vehicles. This indicates that taking over in time-critical and dynamic 

driving situations is hazardous. To avoid or mitigate the consequences of inappropriate 

reactions, drivers could be supported by an assistance system that modifies their input. Two of 

these versions are discussed. 

Keywords: Automated Driving, Behavioral Change, Criticality Assessment, Critical Driving 

Situations, Driver Behavior, Driver-Vehicle Interaction, Driving Simulator, Scale Validation, 

Take-Over, Vehicle Automation 
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1 Introduction 

Automated driving promises to enrich ‘lives around the world’ (Toyota Automated 

Driving, 2020, p. 3). This statement is based on several advantages that automated driving 

implies. The first advantage is that everyday traffic is supposed to become safer with increasing 

share of automated vehicles on the road. Worldwide, over 1.3 million people die every year in 

road traffic accidents of which 75 % can be attributed to driver error, e.g. distraction or speeding 

(Destatis, 2021; European Commission, 2016; World Health Organization, 2021). These 

numbers show that there is a high need to reduce the impact of the human factor to increase 

safety. Automated driving may achieve this by taking over parts of the drivers’ task (Anderson 

et al., 2014; SAE International, 2018). 

Second, road transport is expected to become less time- and energy-consuming with 

automated driving systems (ADS). From mid 2019 to mid 2020, the average U.S. American 

driver spent up to 59 minutes per day travelling in the car, with rising tendency over the past 

years (AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety, 2021). Driving automated, they can invest this time 

in other activities and, thereby, be more productive. Besides, car-to-x-communication and 

platoon traveling will increase the effective velocities, decrease the peak speeds, and reduce 

congestions which result in shorter travel times and less energy consumption (Anderson et al., 

2014; Department for Transport, 2015; Kesting et al., 2008). 

Third, vehicles with ADS are expected to be more inclusive than manually operated 

ones. Individuals who are unable or have difficulties to drive manually operated vehicles due 

to their physical state, e.g. disabled or elderly people, are currently mostly excluded from the 

benefits of this type of individual mobility. Automated driving opens up the access for most of 

them resulting in a more self-determined, independent life (Anderson et al., 2014; Casner et al., 

2016; Department for Transport, 2015; ERTRAC, 2015; Fagnant & Kockelman, 2015). 

For these reasons, it is not striking that automated driving is one of the most up-to-date 

topics of the automotive industry (BMW, 2020; General Motors, 2020; Hyundai, 2020; Toyota 

Automated Driving, 2020; VW, 2020). 

1.1 Definitions of driving automation 

Vehicles can be automated to different extents depending on the number and type of 

subtasks they control. Therefore, the implementations of driving automation can be divided into 

levels. Different definitions were introduced by the German Federal Highway Research 

Institute (BASt) (Gasser et al., 2012), the US-American National Highway Traffic Safety 
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Administration (U.S. Department of Transportation, National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration, 2013), and the International Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE 

International, 2021). One problem with the definitions is that they use different terms to 

describe the same levels and similar words to relate to distinct levels, which may lead to 

misunderstandings. In the present thesis, the SAE-definition will be used because it is standard 

in human factors research and the automotive industry (Eriksson & Stanton, 2017; General 

Motors, 2020; Hyundai, 2020; Toyota Automated Driving, 2020).  

The SAE-classification is based on two aspects: the allocation of the dynamic driving 

task (DDT) and the conditions in which the automated system can operate, the operational 

design domain (ODD, see Figure 1; SAE International, 2021). The DDT consists of the lateral 

and longitudinal vehicle control and the object and event detection and response (OEDR). The 

latter describes monitoring and scanning the environment. Based on this task allocation, six 

different levels of driving automation are identified. Figure 1 presents the distinction including 

a short description. In the present thesis, driving automation systems at SAE-level 3 are 

investigated, hence only this one is presented in more detail: 

At SAE-level 3, Conditional Driving Automation, the ADS controls lateral and 

longitudinal vehicle motion and performs the OEDR. This capability is limited to specific 

driving modes (ODD), and the drivers are expected to be the fallback when the ADS reaches 

its system limits. In this case, a take-over request (TOR) informs the driver about the urge to 

take back vehicle control.  

Even though fully automated driving will solve diverse human factor issues, the 

transition is challenging. Lower levels of ADS will be introduced in the market before higher 

ones are technically feasible and legally permitted (Noy et al., 2018). The ADS with reduced 

capabilities may be hazardous because it might still request the drivers to take back control 

when reaching its system limits (Casner et al., 2016; SAE International, 2021). Moreover, based 

on the amendments of the Vienna Convention on Road Traffic from 1968, drivers are allowed 

to regain vehicle control whenever they wish to do so (United Nations Economic Commission 

for Europe, 2014). The present thesis focuses on the latter type of take-overs. Both types shall 

be presented briefly in the following, supplemented by the criticality of the driving situation. 

They can be summarized to the characteristics of take-overs. 
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Figure 1: SAE-levels of driving automation, own representation based on SAE International 

(2018). 

Note. ADS: automated driving system; DDT: dynamic driving task; OEDR: object and event 

detection and response; ODD: operational design domain. 

1.2 Characteristics of take-overs 

Take-overs can be classified based on the initiator of the transition (the system or the 

driver) and the criticality of the driving situation, as proposed by McCall et al. (2016). The 

authors used a binary classification for criticality. To allow for a finer gradation and to better 

reflect the reality, it is here considered continuous ranging from less to more critical. McCall et 

al. (2016) also suggested differentiating whether the take-over is scheduled or not. This aspect 

is not relevant for the present thesis; hence, I do not refer to it. The distinction is visualized in 

Figure 2 and presented in more detail in the following. 
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1.2.1 Initiator of take-overs 

Take-overs can be system-initiated (also referred to as automation-initiated or passive 

disengagements) or driver-initiated (also called operator-initiated, user-initiated, or active 

disengagement; see Figure 2).  In the former ones, the ADS initiates the transition of control by 

a TOR.  

In driver-initiated take-overs, the drivers decide to override the ADS (Lu et al., 2016; 

Maggi et al., 2020; Martens et al., 2007; McCall et al., 2016; Melcher et al., 2015). The 

amendments of the Vienna Convention paved the way for this kind of take-overs. It stated that 

ADS are allowed if they ‘can be overridden or switched off by the driver‘ in any driving 

situation (United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, 2014, p. 9). There might be 

various reasons for driver-initiated take-overs: drivers are frightened by a certain event, they 

doubt that the ADS can handle the situation, they do not understand what the ADS is doing, or 

they want to experience the joy of driving (Lu et al., 2016; McCall et al., 2016).  

1.2.2 Criticality of driving situations 

Driving situations in which take-overs occur, can also be characterized by their 

criticality (see Figure 2). It expresses the threat or danger of the situation (Herrmann et al., 

2015). Based on the ISO 31000 (2009), Rodemerk et al. (2012) understood criticality as the 

combination of the likelihood of potentially harmful events and the severity of any damage. 

Hence, an inevitable accident with severe consequences constitutes the highest criticality. In 

the present thesis, I refer to this holistic definition.  

Different parameters may determine the criticality of driving situations. These are, for 

example, time budget and vehicle dynamics (Junietz et al., 2017). 

 

 

Figure 2: Characteristics of take-overs. 

Note. The figure is based on the classification proposed by McCall et al. (2016). 
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Time budget 

Time budget describes the available time for a take-over and is frequently used to vary 

and characterize driving situations (Damböck et al., 2012; Mok, Johns, Lee, Ive, et al., 2015; 

Roche & Brandenburg, 2018, 2020; Rodemerk et al., 2012; van den Beukel & van der Voort, 

2013). It can be quantified, for example, by the variables time headway (THW) and time-to-

collision (TTC), e.g. at the moment of the take-over. THW is defined as the time it would take 

the ego vehicle to reach the current position of a reference object assuming that they are on the 

same trajectory and that the ego vehicles’ velocity remains constant (Vogel, 2003). A reference 

object may be a vehicle travelling ahead. THW is computed by the quotient of the distance to 

the reference object dreference and the velocity of the ego vehicle vego (see Equation 1). TTC 

describes the time starting from a certain moment, e,g. a TOR, until the ego vehicle would 

collide with another object. Equation 2 shows that TTC also takes the velocity of the other 

object vreference into account. 

 

Equation 1 

 

Equation 2 

Both parameters, THW and TTC, are respectively more appropriate to describe the 

criticality of different driving situations. THW is frequently used for car-following scenarios 

(Eick & Debus, 2005; Siebert et al., 2014) and serves as an indicator for tailgating (Vogel, 

2003). The reason is that in these situations, THW is relatively low and depicts the criticality 

suitable. At the same time, TTC may be very large or even undefinable when vreference is equal 

to or higher than vego (Vogel, 2003). In contrast, TTC is often used to characterize the criticality 

of driving scenarios in which a collision with another vehicle or obstacle is imminent (Gold et 

al., 2013). In such cases, the velocity of the reference object is zero, hence, THW and TTC are 

the same. Referring to THW in both scenarios would not consider that the velocities of the 

reference objects vary strongly. Similar absolute THW-values would describe very different 

criticalities. Whereas, referring to TTC in both scenarios is also problematic because it is likely 

to be undefined in car-following ones. This shows that, depending on the situation, one time 

budget-variable is more appropriate than the other and that a distinction is crucial. Hence, in 

this thesis, THW is used to describe car-following scenarios, while TTC is referred to in 

situations with a stationary obstacle.  
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In driving situations with low THW or TTC, the likelihood of collisions is high because 

drivers have less time to avoid an impending collision (ISO 31000:2009, 2009). Besides, take-

over behavior may be poor because less time is available to gain situation awareness and 

potentially fewer options left to react. Thus, a worse take-over behavior with severe 

consequences is more likely (Scott & Gray, 2008). Hence, time budget comprises the likelihood 

and severity of an accident and is a suitable parameter to describe the criticality of driving 

situations, as defined by Rodemerk (2012). Based on this, low time budgets can be considered 

as more critical, while situations with higher time budgets are less critical. A threshold to 

distinguish between less and more critical is not available. The SAE (2021) only states that 

ADSs should be designed to request the drivers with a ‘[…] sufficient time for the fallback-

ready user” (p. 31) to take over.  

Vehicle dynamics 

In contrast to time budget, the situational parameter vehicle dynamics is a rather novel 

variable in human factors research. Different variables can be taken at hand to describe them, 

depending on the direction and purpose. This thesis focuses on traction usage. Its meaning and 

relation to vehicle dynamics are explained in the following. 

Vehicle dynamics are affected by forces and motions in different directions: 

longitudinal, lateral, and vertical (Breuer & Rohrbach-Kerl, 2015). The forces in lateral and 

longitudinal directions (Flat and Flong) are influenced by acceleration, braking, and steering. 

They can be summarized to a resulting horizontal force Fhorizont (Rajamani, 2011): 

 

Equation 3 

The Kamm’s circle (also called the circle of forces or friction ellipse) presented in Figure 

3 visualizes an idealized simplification of the interaction of lateral, longitudinal, resulting 

horizontal force, and the maximal force that can be transferred from tire to road (Breuer & 

Rohrbach-Kerl, 2015; Kamm, 1936). Figure 3 shows that the lateral force that can be transferred 

is lower when longitudinal forces act at the same time. The maximal horizontal force is 

determined by the vertical forces Fvert and the traction coefficient µ, see Equation 4 (Breuer & 

Rohrbach-Kerl, 2015; Pacejka, 2006; Rajamani, 2011). 
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Figure 3: Kamm’s circle based on Kamm (1936). 

Note. The depicted vehicle in the middle is heading upwards. The directions of the longitudinal 

and lateral forces add up to a right curve. 

 
Equation 4 

As long as the horizontal force Fhorizont does not exceed the maximal horizontal force, 

the vehicle is stable (Kamm, 1936; Pacejka, 2006). Exceeding the maximal horizontal force 

results in slip and loss of vehicle control (Breuer & Rohrbach-Kerl, 2015). The effective 

horizontal force Fhorizont is always lower or equals the maximal horizontal force. Based on 

Equation 3 and Equation 4, this results in the following constraint: 

 

Equation 5 

The ratio of the effective and the maximal horizontal force describes the stability of the 

vehicle on the road and is termed traction usage (TU; see Equation 6). 

 

Equation 6 

The maximal possible value of TU is 1. A high TU describes a driving situation with 

strong longitudinal and/or lateral acting forces, e.g. de- or accelerations (Rajamani, 2011). In 

those situations, a loss of vehicle control is more likely to occur in case an additional 

acceleration in either direction occurs. Then, the limit of Kamm's circle may be exceeded. This 
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can happen both when driving straight ahead or curves. Thus, the stability of the vehicle gets 

endangered. The consequences of collisions are more severe because the impact of a collision 

is worse. Hence, TU can be used to describe the criticality of driving situations (Rodemerk et 

al., 2012). High TU characterizes more critical situations, while low TU can be considered as 

less critical. 

1.2.3 Conclusion 

Take-overs can be system- or driver-initiated. In both cases, the driving situations may 

be critical depending on – among other – time budget and vehicle dynamics. These situational 

parameters might influence the subjective experience, behavior, and performance after 

initiating a take-over. 

1.3 Research on take-overs in automated driving 

Reviewing existing human factors research may reveal what is already known about 

driver-initiated take-overs and the effects of the driving situation on subjective experience and 

behavior. To get a better overview of the state of research and potential gaps, relevant studies 

are chosen and classified. System-initiated take-overs are also considered, and selected 

experiments are included to be able to draw a comparison between the two types. Selection 

criteria were the following: 

(1) driving studies, 

(2) published in peer-reviewed journals or conference proceedings, 

(3) between January 2012 and March 2022, 

(4) investigated take-overs from the ADS at SAE-level 3 (SAE International, 2021),  

(5) in passenger cars. 

This resulted in 41 studies. They are classified concerning the earlier presented 

characteristics: (1) the initiation of take-overs and (2) the criticality of driving situations. In 

case a publication reports the use of a TOR, the take-over is classified as system-initiated, 

otherwise it is assigned to driver-initiated. The time budgets that are reported in the publications 

are used to rank the driving situations from less to more critical. The classification and ranking 

of the selected studies are presented in Figure 4. It should be noted that in some experiments, 

participants experienced two or more different take-over types and various time budgets. 

Therefore, these studies are listed several times.  
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Figure 4: Overview of the characteristics of take-overs with selected driving studies for each 

take-over type.  
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Note. The investigated time budgets are presented in parentheses behind each study. Naujoks 

et al. (2014) did not report the used time budgets, hence, their publication is not listed in this 

overview. Unlimited time budgets indicate no need to take over to avoid a collision, e.g. because 

no other vehicles or obstacle were present like in Payre et al. (2016). 

1.3.1 Research on driver-initiated take-overs 

The presentation of the selected studies of the past ten years in Figure 4 shows that only 

four focused on driver-initiated take-overs. And this despite the fact that an analysis of seven 

manufacturers’ disengagement reports showed that drivers initiate take-overs with a certain 

frequency (Lv et al., 2018). The relevance of these disengagements is even more clearly 

illustrated by an analysis of California’s Autonomous Vehicle Tester Program (Boggs et al., 

2020). The authors showed that 75 % of all disengagements investigated between September 

2014 and November 2018 were driver-initiated, only 25 % system-initiated. Similarly, Epple 

and Brandenburg (2018) demonstrated in their driving simulator study that the number of 

driver-initiated take-overs is very high with 85 %. In the remaining 15 % trials, participants did 

not take over. Even though Payre et al. (2016) exposed their subjects to less critical driving 

situations with no need to take back control, 8.7 % of them did so. The reports and studies prove 

that driver-initiated take-overs occur and are relevant events in automated driving. But how do 

drivers experience such situations and how do they behave when taking back vehicle control? 

First of all, when investigating the effects of different situational parameters on 

subjective experience and take-over behavior, researchers should consider that the parameters 

cannot be experimentally manipulated as it is possible in system-initiated ones because no TOR 

exists. The situational parameters can only be varied to evoke a take-over. 

Maggi et al. (2020) compared driver-initiated with system-initiated take-overs. For the 

former ones, participants were instructed to resume control after they completed a non-driving 

related task (NDRT). Hence, the transition was self-paced and less critical. Driver-initiated 

take-overs took longer and steering was more extreme than when the take-over was system-

initiated. Maggi et al. (2020) assumed that the longer take-over times (TOT) resulted from the 

drivers’ intention to regain situation awareness before taking over when they were the initiators.  

Becker et al. (2022) manipulated time budget, vehicle dynamics, and pre-experience 

trust to evoke intrinsic disengagements in critical driving situations. Participants initiated take-

overs more frequently when time budgets were more critical. Vehicle dynamics did not have 
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an effect. About 20 % of driver-initiated take-overs resulted in rear-end collisions (Becker et 

al., 2022). Neither steering nor brake behavior were reported in this study. 

The presentation of the few available studies illustrates the relevance to investigate 

driver-initiated take-overs and reveals a research gap concerning the effects of such 

disengagements. To get an idea of how drivers might behave in these situations, studies on 

system-initiated take-overs are considered.  

1.3.2 Research on system-initiated take-overs 

A large portion of the human factors research has focused on system-initiated take-overs 

(see Figure 4) . The addressed research topics are time budget, vehicle dynamics, repeated 

experience, take-over scenarios, traffic conditions (e.g. traffic), NDRTs, pre-take-over state 

(e.g. fatigue), and the design of the TOR (e.g. modality, see appendix A for the topics and 

corresponding studies). In this thesis, I focus on the effects of time budget and vehicle dynamics 

on subjective criticality and behavior because it is highly likely that the driving situations will 

vary concerning this aspect. 

Research on time budget 

Time budgets can be experimentally manipulated in system-initiated take-overs by 

requesting a take-over when the intended time budget-values are met. A huge portion of 

researchers investigated the effects of time budgets. These studies showed that higher time 

budgets are associated with 

• higher situation awareness (van den Beukel & van der Voort, 2013), 

• lower criticality ratings (Roche & Brandenburg, 2018, 2020; Yi et al., 2022), 

• higher comfort ratings (Mok, Johns, Lee, Ive, et al., 2015), 

• higher trustworthiness ratings (Mok, Johns, Lee, Miller, et al., 2015), 

• higher TOTs (Roche & Brandenburg, 2018, 2020), 

• lower decelerations (Roche & Brandenburg, 2018, 2020), 

• better lateral vehicle control (Mok, Johns, Lee, Ive, et al., 2015; Mok, Johns, Lee, 

Miller, et al., 2015), 

• smaller steering wheel angles (Roche & Brandenburg, 2018, 2020), 

• fewer road departures (Mok, Johns, Lee, Ive, et al., 2015; Mok, Johns, Lee, Miller, 

et al., 2015), 

• and fewer driving errors (Damböck et al., 2012; van den Beukel & van der Voort, 

2013). 
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In contrast to these studies, Walch et al. (2015) found neither subjective nor behavioral 

differences between the different time budgets. This may be because they compared situations 

with 4 and 6 s time budgets, while others investigated larger ranges, e.g. 3 and 7 s (Roche & 

Brandenburg, 2018, 2020). Additionally, Walch et al. (2015) analyzed TOTs and brake 

behavior while others found significant differences in steering behavior and driving errors, e.g. 

Mok, Johns, Lee, Ive, et al. (2015). 

Next to the range, the magnitudes of the investigated time budgets differed between the 

studies. The magnitude spans from 0.5 s (van den Beukel & van der Voort, 2013) to unlimited 

(Maggi et al., 2020; Payre et al., 2016). Unlimited time budgets indicate no need to take over, 

e.g. because no other vehicles or obstacles were present. Van den Beukel and van der Voort 

(2013) and Mok, Johns, Lee, Miller, et al. (2015) realized the lowest time budgets of the 

presented studies. The former investigated the effects of time-critical brake situations on 

collision frequency and situation awareness. They used THWs of 0.5 s, 1.0 s, and 1.5 s 

(corresponding to TTCs of 1.5 s, 2.2 s, and 2.8 s) to a strongly braking vehicle (-8 m/s2). The 

results indicated that more time for a take-over leads to more successful take-overs and higher 

situation awareness (van den Beukel & van der Voort, 2013). Mok, Johns, Lee, Miller, et al. 

(2015) also investigated take-over situations with low time budgets: 2, 5, or 8 s TTC to a 

construction site requiring a lane change. With lower TTCs, steering behavior varied more, 

more lane departures occurred, and lower trustworthiness ratings were recorded (Mok, Johns, 

Lee, Miller, et al., 2015). 

These studies demonstrate that larger time budgets affect subjective experience and 

improve take-over behavior. The likelihood to detect effects may depend on the range and 

magnitude of the investigated time budgets. However, it is unknown whether drivers react 

similarly when they initiate the take-over themselves.  

Research on vehicle dynamics 

Like time budget, vehicle dynamics can be experimentally manipulated in system-

initiated take-overs. However, only one study is available employing vehicle dynamics as an 

independent variable. In a driving simulator, Hu et al. (2019) investigated the passengers’ 

hazard perception by varying velocity, deceleration, and distance between the ego-vehicle and 

an obstacle in a braking maneuver. Decelerations correspond to the vehicle dynamics and were 

varied on three levels: -1 m/s2, -3 m/s2, and -6 m/s2. The participants were passengers and rated 

the hazard perception after experiencing the situation. Hu et al. (2019) reported that velocity, 

deceleration, and distance affected the experience of the driving situations. It should be noted 
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that the authors investigated the experience of passengers, not the experience of drivers. Hence, 

take-over behavior was not analyzed. Other studies used vehicle dynamics or similar parameters 

as dependent variables, e.g. Du et al. (2020) and Gold et al. (2013). 

Driving studies on the effects of vehicle dynamics on subjective experience (from the 

drivers’ perspective) and take-over behavior are missing. Hence, it is questionable how drivers 

experience dynamic driving situations and how they behave when taking over.  

1.3.3 Conclusion 

The overview over the current state of research showed that driver-initiated take-overs 

are mostly neglected while most studies focused on system-initiated ones. Research on the latter 

ones demonstrated that low time budgets lead to extreme take-over behavior and may have 

serious consequences. Only one study is available that deals with vehicle dynamics. However, 

these results cannot simply be transferred to driver-initiated take-overs. Hence, the effects of 

situational criticality on perception and behavior of these take-overs are unknown. 

1.4 Research on repeatedly taking over vehicle control 

In addition to driver-initiated take-overs, investigating the effects of repeatedly taking 

over vehicle control is of interest because most driving simulator studies test several trials in 

one session with a much higher frequency than in realistic traffic conditions. Familiarity with 

the driving simulator, training effects concerning the take-over process, adopted trust in the 

ADS, or fatigue may set in (Feldhütter et al., 2018; Forster et al., 2019; Hergeth et al., 2017; 

Roche et al., 2018). Consequently, take-over behavior may adapt. In this case, changes in both 

directions are possible. On the one hand, the reactions might improve due to increasing 

familiarity with the simulator or training of the take-over process. Participants may learn to 

compensate for flaws of the test setting or how to react to specific cues. On the other hand, the 

behavior might deteriorate due to increasing fatigue or trust in the system. Hence, observations 

of the umpteenth trial might not be as robust as those of the first trials. This will affect the 

validity of the results if the change is disregarded. 

Some of the selected studies compare the different trials with each other, hence, a first 

insight into the effects of the repeated experience of take-over trials is possible. Participants in 

Hergeth et al. (2017) experienced two take-overs and rated the criticality afterward. The ratings 

decreased, even though, participants experienced system limits (Hergeth et al., 2017). Besides, 

TOTs decreased, minimal TTCs increased, and resulting maximal accelerations decreased from 

the first to the second take-over. The authors argued that the effects are due to the increasing 
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familiarity. In line with Hergeth et al. (2017), Payre et al. (2016) observed decreasing TOTs 

from the first to the second take-over. In contrast, Brandenburg and Roche (2020) and Roche 

et al. (2018) observed different effects. They investigated six take-overs. A change of TOTs 

was not observed (Brandenburg & Roche, 2020; Roche et al., 2018), but deceleration increased 

from the first to third experience (Brandenburg & Roche, 2020). Forster et al. (2019) 

investigated several transitions to higher and lower levels of automated driving. They observed 

a decrease of TOTs, experimenter ratings, and error rates within the first trials and stabilization 

after three trials for transitions between different levels of automation. When deactivating the 

driving automation, no behavioral change was observed. 

The studies on the repeated experience of take-overs show that criticality ratings and 

behavior change to a certain extent over trials. The trend is sometimes positive, sometimes 

negative, sometimes non-existent. However, most of the studies investigated the effects of two 

or three trials, the changes over more take-overs were barely researched. Increasing training or 

familiarity may be a reason for a change. Besides, the evolution of fatigue was not assessed, 

even though Feldhütter et al. (2018) showed that objective and subjective measures of 

sleepiness, i.e. expert rating and eye-tracking, increase when driving automated for a longer 

period. Increasing fatigue can in turn impair the take-over quality. Examining more trials may 

reveal the long-term changes of behavior and indicate whether the results of driving studies 

with repeated measures are valid. 

1.5 Criticality assessment of driving situations 

In the present thesis, not only the criticality of driving situations but also its assessment 

plays a leading role. It would indicate whether the variations of situational parameters such as 

time budget and vehicle dynamics are perceived and whether they interact. Assessing the 

criticality may support the interpretation of observed take-over behavior. Additionally, different 

driving situations might be compared concerning this dimension. 

The perceived criticality of driving situations can be assessed by self-reported measures, 

e.g. scales. They are easy to handle and their application is economical because no further 

equipment is needed than paper and pencil or tablet (Moosbrugger & Kelava, 2020). Also, the 

data processing is parsimonious because one value is available per event (Moosbrugger & 

Kelava, 2020).  

Various scales with different response formats have been used in the past. They can be 

summarized into three types: (1) rating, (2) two-step rating, and (3) visual analog scales. All of 

them are presented briefly. First, different ratings scales were used by Feldhütter et al. (2018),  
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Radlmayr et al. (2018), and Roche and Brandenburg (2018, 2020). Feldhütter et al. (2018) 

assessed the criticality of take-over situations with a 10-points rating scale ranging from ‘not 

critical’ to ‘extremely critical’. Radlmayr et al. (2018) used a 7-point Likert scale, but they did 

not state whether they labeled the points. Similarly, Roche and Brandenburg (2018, 2020) 

surveyed perceived criticality using an 8-point Likert scale ranging from ‚not critical’ (0 pts.) 

to ‚very critical‘ (7 pts.). They visualized the increasing criticality from left to right with a 

triangle (see Figure 5). The wording of the question is available. This scale was already used in 

three driving simulator studies of the research group (Brandenburg & Roche, 2020; Roche & 

Brandenburg, 2018, 2020).  

Second, in Winkler et al. (2018), participants rated the criticality of different driving 

situations on a two-step rating scale based on Heller (1982). First, one of five verbal categories 

had to be selected ranging from ‘very low’ to ‘very high’. Second, to specify the evaluation, 

respondents had to choose one of three subcategories ‘-‘, ’0’, or ‘+’ (see Figure 6). This resulted 

in a 15-points scale (Heller, 1982). Similar to Heller (1982), the Scale of Criticality Assessment 

of driving situations (SCA, see Figure 7) is based on a two-step rating procedure. It is a modified 

version of the Scale for the Assessment of the Experienced Degree of Disturbance introduced 

by Neukum and Krüger (2003). First, respondents choose one of the verbal categories 

‘imperceptible’, ‘harmless’, ‘unpleasant’, ‘dangerous’, and ‘uncontrollable’ (translation based 

on Naujoks et al., 2017). Second, they are requested to specify their answer by selecting one of 

the numerical subcategories, resulting in an eleven-point rating scale. 

Third, Banet and Bellet (2008) used a visual analog scale ranging from ‘not critical’ to 

‘high level of criticality’. Evaluations were provided by moving and setting the slider to a value 

between 0 to 100 pts. This scale allows for a more granular rating. 

Disadvantages of the scales used by Banet and Bellet (2008), Feldhütter et al. (2018), 

and Radlmayr et al. (2018) are that the authors provided neither a visualization of the scales in 

their publications nor the wordings of the questions. Hence, these scales are not suited for 

further investigation. For the rating scales, visualization and wording are only available for the 

one introduced by Roche and Brandenburg (2018, 2020). It reflects a certain granularity of the 

criticality rating and establishes an equidistance between the scale points by avoiding additional 

verbal labeling. Due to that, it is included in the studies of the present thesis. 
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Figure 5: Criticality scale by Roche and Brandenburg (2020, 2018) in German. 

Note. Translation of the question into English: ‘How critical did you perceive the driving 

situation during the take-over in this trial?’. The poles are labeled ‘not critical’ and ‘very 

critical’. 

 

Figure 6: Two-step rating scale used by Winkler et al. (2018, p. 4), based on Heller (1982). 

Figure 7: Scale of Criticality Assessment (SCA, Neukum et al., 2008, p. 4). 

Note. The translation of the verbal categories into English is ‘imperceptible’, ‘harmless’, 

‘unpleasant’, ‘dangerous’, and ‘uncontrollable’ (translation based on Naujoks et al., 2017). 
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The SCA developed by Neukum et al. (2008) was already used in several driving studies 

(Hergeth et al., 2017; Naujoks et al., 2017; Naujoks & Neukum, 2014; Neukum et al., 2008; 

Purucker et al., 2014; Siebert et al., 2014; Tscharn et al., 2018; Wörle et al., 2021; Yi et al., 

2022). Furthermore, its visualization is available, and the question of the original scale and an 

extensive description of the verbal categories are reported in Neukum and Krüger (2003). 

However, neither an adjusted question nor description is available for the modified version on 

criticality. Additionally, the equidistance between numerical values is questionable due to the 

verbal categories. For example, the perceived difference of two ratings from one verbal 

category (e.g. ‘harmless’ 2 and 3 pts.) might be smaller than the distance of two evaluations 

between two categories (e.g. ‘harmless’ 3 and ‘unpleasant’ 4 pts.), even though the numerical 

differences are the same. Besides, internal pre-tests showed that instructing the scale and 

analyzing the results are time-consuming. And still, the rating is error-prone since participants 

partially do not understand the correct usage. Hence, verbal and numerical ratings given by 

respondents do not correspond. Finally, even though Neukum et al. (2008) stated that the SCA 

was validated in internal studies, no publications on the validation are available. Because this 

scale was used more often than the one presented by Winkler et al. (2018), it is selected for 

further investigation. 

To conclude, various scales have been employed to assess the criticality of driving 

situations. However, most of the available publications entail several disadvantages, such as 

missing visualization. Additionally, the scales lack validation. Hence, uncertainty persists 

which scale is appropriate to assess the criticality of driving situations. Modifying existing 

scales and validating them is necessary to overcome this gap. The scales developed by Roche 

and Brandenburg (2018, 2020) and the one introduced by Neukum et al. (2008) were selected 

to be validated. 

1.6 Research question 

The presentation of current research showed that driver-initiated take-overs were barely 

investigated in the past. Hence, it is unclear how drivers behave when initiating a take-over in 

critical and dynamic driving situations. This leads to the main research question (RQ) of the 

thesis: 

What might happen if drivers take over control in highly time-critical and dynamic driving 

situations? 

The aspects presented in the introduction were investigated in three driving simulator 

studies which form the basis of this thesis. Study 1 was planned in cooperation with Oliver 
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Blum. He also performed the data collection. In this experiment, the two criticality rating scales 

were validated and the effects of repeatedly taking over control were investigated. Studies 2 

and 3 were designed and conducted in the course of the interdisciplinary research project 

‘Analysis and Support of Driver Interventions in Dynamic: Critical Situations during Highly 

Automated Driving’ funded by the German Research Community (Deutsche 

Forschungsgemeinschaft, DFG, Grant No. 326727090). The two studies focused on the effects 

of driver-initiated take-overs in critical driving situations on subjective criticality and driver 

behavior. Jun.-Prof. Dr. Stefan Brandenburg, M. Sc. Sandra Becker, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Steffen 

Müller, M. Sc. Thang Nguyen, and Prof. Dr. Manfred Thüring supported the design and 

preparation of the two experiments. Marc Buchholz, Jan Haentjes, and Philipp Wittke assisted 

with data collection.   
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2 Empirical studies 

The three studies that were conducted to answer the research question are briefly 

presented in the following. An overview of the included publications can be found in appendix 

B. Details about the methods, materials, exact results, and discussion can be found in the 

original publications in appendices C, D, and E. 

2.1 Study 1: Assessing the criticality of driving situations after automated 

driving: Validation of two scales 

2.1.1 Introduction 

An assessment of the criticality of driving situations is essential to reveal whether its 

variations are perceived and how different situational parameters such as time budget and 

vehicle dynamics interact. Scales may be used to measure criticality. To ensure that they are 

truly measuring what they are supposed to measure (Hartig et al., 2008), they need to be 

validated. According to Frey (2018), validity is the most important quality criterion, even more 

important than reliability and objectivity. It increases the generalizability of the results. Hence, 

a prerequisite to answer a part of the research question was a validated scale. 

As section 1.5 showed, several of the scales were used in previous driving studies, but 

they entail some disadvantages, such as missing visualization. Additionally, they lack 

validation. In study 1, two suitable rating scales were validated. The manuscript is published in 

the journal Accident Analysis and Prevention, Volume 159 (Roche, 2021, see appendix C).  

The scale developed in 2018 by Roche and Brandenburg (see Figure 5) was revised to 

address the discussed disadvantages of existing scales (for more details see 2.1.2 or appendix 

C). This revision resulted in the Criticality Rating Scale (CRS, see Figure 8). The validity of 

the CRS and the SCA (see Figure 7) was surveyed. Besides, the validities of both scales were 

compared. This leads to the following three research questions of study 1: 
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RQ 1: Is the Criticality Rating Scale (CRS) a valid tool for the assessment of the 

criticality of driving situations? 

RQ 2: Is the Scale of Criticality Assessment of driving situations (SCA) a valid tool for 

the assessment of the criticality of driving situations? 

RQ 3: Do both scales differ regarding their validity? 

Next to the validation, another aspect was considered in study 1. The state of research 

showed that criticality ratings and behavior tend to change when drivers take over repeatedly. 

Mostly, effects were investigated over two or three trials. In some studies, behavior improved, 

while it did not change or deteriorated in others. One study showed that criticality ratings 

decreased and take-over behavior improved from the first to the second trial (Hergeth et al., 

2017). Examining the effects of experiencing more than three take-overs will reveal whether 

the perceived criticality and behavior changes in the long term. It may enable an estimation of 

the validity of the obtained results from driving studies testing several take-overs in a row. 

These aspects were addressed in the fourth research question. Additionally, when experiencing 

more trials in a row, fatigue may increase leading to a deterioration of take-over behavior. 

Assessing the development of sleepiness may help interpret results. Therefore, it was also 

considered in the fourth research question. It was operationalized by ratings of effort because 

de Waard (2002) stated that progressing fatigue is reflected in increasing effort that is invested 

to cope with the situation: 

RQ 4: Do drivers’ criticality and effort ratings and take-over behavior change over the 

repeated experience of take-overs? 

 

Figure 8: Criticality Rating Scale (CRS), a revised version of the scale used by Roche and 

Brandenburg (2018, 2020). 

2.1.2 Method 

First, the already existing scale developed in-house (see Figure 5) was modified. The 

complexity of the question was reduced, as recommended by Moosbrugger and Kevala (2020). 

A continuous scale with ten levels was used to collect the responses. The design was inspired 
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by the NASA-TLX which is a very frequently used and validated tool for the assessment of 

subjective workload (Hart, 2006; Hart & Staveland, 1988). In contrast to the NASA-TLX, a 

middle answer category was avoided because it was observed that it is commonly chosen as an 

alternative when respondents do not understand the question or refuse to answer (Moosbrugger 

& Kelava, 2020). Besides, this measure prevented errors of central tendency (Moosbrugger & 

Kelava, 2020). The verbal labeling of the scale poles was based on empirical results from 

Rohrmann (1978) demonstrating that the terms ‘gar nicht’ (Engl. ‘not at all’) and ‘sehr’ (Engl. 

‘very’) were consistently interpreted as extrema by the participants. To allow an equidistant 

gradation of the response format, any further naming or numerical anchors were omitted. The 

scale is expected to be rapid in application due to its short instruction. The revision resulted in 

the CRS presented in Figure 8. More details concerning the scale construction can be found in 

the corresponding publication (see appendix C).  

The research questions were investigated in a static driving simulator study of the 

Department of Psychology and Ergonomics of Technische Universität Berlin. Twenty-five 

participants (13 women, 12 men) completed the experiment. After a familiarization and training 

phase, they experienced two blocks of five trials, ten in total. The two blocks differed in respect 

to the scale that was used to provide the rating: the SCA or CRS. The sequence was balanced 

across participants. In each trial, a take-over was necessary due to an obstacle on the 

participants’ lane (see Figure 9). As discussed in the section on time budget, TTC is a suitable 

measure to describe the criticality of driving situations with a stationary obstacle. Hence, TTC 

at the moment of the TOR was used to vary the criticality. Five equidistant TTC-values were 

realized: 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, and 4.5 s. Over all participants, each TTC was experienced at every 

position five times, e.g. TTC 2.5 s was presented first for five participants. Hence, the 

experimental design was a 2 (rating scale) x 5 (TTC-value)-within-subjects design. 

In each trial, participants followed a lead vehicle in automated driving mode. 

Participants had to take over vehicle control upon request and change lanes to avoid a collision 

with the obstacle (see Figure 9). With a valid scale, a variation of the criticality of the driving 

situations should be reflected in the corresponding ratings.  
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Figure 9: Schematic illustration of the lane change situation. 

Note. The participants’ vehicle follows the lead vehicle. It changes lanes due to the obstacle in 

its lane. 

TTCs and criticality ratings for each scale were correlated and evaluated (RQ 1 and 2). 

For the comparison between the SCA and CRS, it was tested whether the correlation 

coefficients of both scales differed significantly (RQ 3). This approach was based on a method 

suggested by Eid et al. (2017). For details, see appendix C, section 2.5. Using this method, the 

convergent validity of the scales is investigated. Driving data for each take-over were recorded 

to investigate the effects of repeated experience on behavior (RQ 4). Participants provided their 

ratings of perceived effort after each trial with the subscale of the NASA TLX (Hart & 

Staveland, 1988). Linear mixed-effects models were used to evaluate these effects. 

2.1.3 Results and discussion 

The ratings of both scales correlated strongly with the TTC-values. This indicated that 

the SCA and CRS are valid for the assessment of the criticality of take-over situations (RQ 1 

and 2). However, convergent validity was tested only, while other types were not considered. 

The reasons were that this type of validity is an important property of assessment tools and in 

this case, it was easy to investigate because ratings could be correlated with TTC-values. Future 

studies should test further validities such as discriminant validity. Besides, the scales were 

validated in lane change situations in which criticality was varied by TTC. Hence, a 

generalization to other driving scenarios and other variations of criticalities is debatable. 

The comparison revealed that neither the SCA nor the CRS is superior to the other; they 

are equally well suited to assess criticality (RQ 3). This is noteworthy because the two scales 

use different scale designs and vary concerning the instructions. Internal pre-tests and this 

experiment showed that instructing the SCA is more time-consuming. Besides, its application 

is more error-prone than the CRS, as sometimes the markings of the first and second rating step 
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do not correspond, e.g. a participant marks the verbal category ‘harmless’ and the numerical 

subcategory 5. Hence, usage of the CRS is recommended. 

Repeatedly taking over did neither affect criticality nor perceived effort ratings nor take-

over behavior. Except maximal brake pedal position decreased over trials (RQ 4).  

In retrospect, two aspects of this study should have been done differently. First, 

perceived effort was assessed as an indicator of fatigue. However, another tool, e.g. the 

Karolinska Sleepiness Scale (Shahid et al., 2011), would have been a more appropriate and 

direct way to measure fatigue. Therefore, I would use this scale in future studies. Second, the 

change in the criticality ratings over trials was recorded using a scale whose reliability has not 

yet been checked. Hence, the results of the criticality ratings concerning repeated take-overs 

should be viewed with caution and are not considered further in this thesis. 

2.1.4 Conclusion 

Based on the results of study 1, it can be concluded that both scales are appropriate to 

assess the criticality of take-over situations. The CRS was selected to be applied in studies 2 

and 3 because it was observed that it holds a higher test efficiency and lower susceptibility to 

errors than the SCA.  

Study 1 indicated that neither effort ratings nor take-over behavior of driving simulator 

studies are affected by frequent repetitions of take-over situations. 
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2.2 Study 2: What happens when drivers of highly automated vehicles 

take over control in critical brake situations? 

2.2.1 Introduction 

Even though automated driving systems (ADS) are designed to relieve the drivers, 

driver-initiated take-overs may still occur. This can happen any time because the option to 

override the ADS must always be available, also in critical and dynamic driving situations 

(United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, 2014).  

The presentation of the research demonstrated that driver-initiated take-overs were 

hardly examined, although different studies showed that drivers do initiate take-overs. These 

control shifts in critical driving situations are of particular interest, as appropriate behavior can 

be crucial here to avert worse. Hence, the aim of study 2 was to investigate how drivers perceive 

time-critical and dynamic brake situations, and how they behave and perform when initiating a 

take-over. The experiment is published in the journal Accident Analysis and Prevention, 

Volume 144 (Roche et al., 2020). It can be found in appendix D. 

The following three research questions were investigated in study 2: 

RQ 1: Does the criticality of the driving situations impact the criticality rating indicating 

that drivers can discriminate between the different degrees of criticality? 

RQ 2: Does the criticality of the driving situations influence take-over behavior? 

RQ 3: Do drivers deliver an appropriate performance when they take over? 

RQ 2 refers to take-over behavior. In this thesis, it is understood as the pure observation 

of the action without evaluating it. Dependent variables that characterized the behavior are 

TOTs and maximal decelerations. RQ 3 deals with the take-over performance which is here 

defined as the evaluation and the consequences of the actions. Dependent variables are lane 

departures, collisions, and comparisons of deceleration behavior to the actions of the 

automation. For the comparison, the maximal deceleration recorded per participant and trial 

was subtracted from the data of the automation for the corresponding trial. The comparison was 

used to determine whether the extent of decelerations was adequate to avoid collisions with the 

merging vehicle. A significantly stronger reaction in comparison to the ADS was interpreted as 

an overreaction. This method is a rather novel and unusual approach to evaluate take-over 

performance. 
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2.2.2 Method 

The three research questions were addressed in a study conducted in the driving 

simulator of the Department of Automotive Engineering, Technische Universität Berlin. Forty-

two subjects (19 women, 23 men) took part. After a training session, the participants 

experienced nine experimental and six filler trials, 15 in total. In each one, they followed a lead 

vehicle in automated driving mode for about 1.5 min. Then, in the experimental trials, another 

car merged into the lane between the participants’ and the lead vehicle and braked strongly. An 

exemplary presentation of the maneuver is visualized in Figure 10. The criticality of these brake 

situations was varied by time budget in terms of time headway (THW) and by vehicle dynamics, 

realized by traction usage (TU). THW was defined as the distance between the participants’ 

and the merging vehicle; three equidistant THW-levels were implemented: 0.34, 0.21, and 0.08 

s. TU was defined by the ego vehicle’s deceleration of the advanced emergency braking system, 

three levels were realized: 0.44, 0.64, and 0.84. This resulted in a 3 (THW) x 3 (TU) within-

subjects-design. Details on the randomization can be found in the corresponding publication 

(see appendix D). Participants were triggered to take over control by an acoustic cue when the 

intended combinations of THW and TU were met. The ADS was designed to manage the 

situation safely by decelerating appropriately in case the drivers did not take back control. In 

the filler trials, participants were either triggered to take over without a merging vehicle, or no 

trigger was presented.  

Criticality ratings were collected after each trial with the CRS (Roche, 2021) and 

behavior was recorded. The effects of THW and TU on criticality ratings, take-over behavior, 

and deceleration difference to the automation were analyzed with linear mixed-effects models 

(RQ 1, 2, and 3). The frequencies of collisions and lane changes were analyzed with logistic 

models (RQ 3). 

2.2.3 Results and discussion 

The analysis showed that criticality ratings and maximal decelerations increased 

significantly when THW or TU became more critical (RQ 1 and 2). No interaction effect on 

criticality ratings was observed. The interaction effect on maximal decelerations showed that 

the effect of TU was stronger when THW was less critical. In contrast to the expectations, TOTs 

were neither affected by THW nor by TU (RQ 2). A reason for this result could be that the 

THW-values were too low to cause a difference. Another one might be that the take-overs by 

the participants were very fast. Hence, THW or TU could barely affect them because of a floor 
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effect.

 

Figure 10: Schematic illustration of the brake situation. 

Note. The participants’ automated vehicle follows the lead vehicle with a constant velocity and 

distance. The merging vehicle decelerates as soon as it has merged into the participants’ lane. 

The results revealed that participants decelerated significantly more than the automation, 

hence, unnecessarily strong (RQ 3). This difference was larger when TU was less critical. These 

findings can be interpreted as an overreaction since small deceleration would have been 

sufficient to establish a safe distance to the merging vehicle. Besides, lane changes occurred, 

even though they were not necessary to avoid a collision. Both findings indicate a hazardous 

behavior when taking over because strong decelerations and lane changes may destabilize the 

vehicle or result in collisions with following vehicles or on the adjacent lanes (RQ 3). A 

collision with the merging vehicle occurred in only three out of 357 trials. Due to the small 

number, no statistical analysis was performed on collision frequency. 

2.2.4 Conclusion 

To conclude, more critical brake situations in terms of low THWs and high TUs lead to 

higher criticality ratings and higher maximal decelerations. The variable ‘deviation of the 

maximal deceleration from the automation’ revealed that the overreaction was higher when TU 

was less critical. However, the variable was not suitable to derive in which conditions 

participants decelerated stronger than necessary. 

Despite these results, it is questionable whether drivers would behave and perform 

similarly when taking over in different driving situations. Investigating further scenarios would 

extend the reported findings. This leads to study 3, examining take-overs in lane change 

situations. 
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2.3 Study 3: What Happens when Drivers of Automated Vehicles Take 

Over Control in Critical Lane Change Situations? 

2.3.1 Introduction 

Study 2 showed that the situational parameters time budget and vehicle dynamics affect 

the subjective criticality, the behavior, and the performance when drivers take over in critical 

brake situations and that take-overs in critical and dynamic brake situations are dangerous. 

However, also the driving conditions themselves may influence the dependent variables. 

Therefore, it is questionable whether similar results would be obtained when investigating 

different driving situations. 

Lane changes are suitable for such an investigation because it is a typical maneuver and 

can be critical and dynamic. Due to that, study 3 focuses on lane change situations. In line with 

the previous experiment, it investigates how drivers perceive time-critical and dynamic lane 

changes, how they behave, and whether they react appropriately when initiating a take-over. 

This study is published in the journal Transportation Research Part F: Psychology and 

Behavior (Roche et al., 2022, see appendix E). 

In study 3, the same research questions were investigated as in study 2: 

RQ 1: Does the criticality of driving situations impact the criticality ratings indicating 

that drivers can discriminate between the different degrees of criticality? 

RQ 2: Does the criticality of the driving situations influence take-over behavior? 

RQ 3: Do drivers deliver an appropriate performance when they take over? 

Like in study 2, RQ 2 refers to take-over behavior, while RQ 3 deals with the 

performance. Here, TOTs, maximal steering wheel angles, and maximal deceleration were used 

to answer RQ 2. To evaluate take-over performance, lane departures, collisions, and 

comparisons of deceleration and steering behavior to the automation were analyzed. Again, 

significant deviations from the ADS were interpreted as overreaction. 

2.3.2 Method 

Study 3 was conducted in the same driving simulator as study 2. After a training session, 

sixty participants (28 women, 32 men) experienced 14 double lane change situations, eight 

experimental and six filler trials. Each run started with an automated phase. The participants’ 

car followed a lead vehicle for about 1 min. Then, the preceding car performed a double lane 

change because of obstacles in the lanes. The maneuver is schematically presented in 11. In the 
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experimental trials, the take-over was either triggered before the first or the second lane change. 

The criticality of the driving situations was varied by time budget, here time-to-collision (TTC), 

and traction usage (TU). TTC was defined by the distance to the obstacle at the moment of the 

trigger. Two TTC-levels were implemented: 2.1 s and 1.2 s. TU was varied by the lateral 

acceleration due to the lane change maneuver performed by the ADS. Two TU-levels were 

realized: 0.24 and 0.38. The take-overs were provoked by an acoustic cue with the intention 

that participants take back vehicle control in comparable driving situations. In the filler trials, 

no trigger was presented during the double lane changes. The ADS was designed to manage the 

situation safely by steering around the obstacles and following the lead vehicle on the same 

trajectory in case the drivers did not take over. 

The two lane changes were analyzed separately because they differed in many respects, 

e.g. predictability of the take-overs and the event preceding the trigger. This resulted in two 2 

(TTC) x 2 (TU) within-subjects-designs, one for the first lane change and one for the second. 

Criticality ratings were collected after each trial with the CRS validated in study 1 (Roche, 

2021). TOTs, maximal steering wheel angles, maximal decelerations, lane departures, and 

collisions were recorded for each trial. The metric variables were examined with linear mixed-

effects models (RQ 1 and 2). The binary ones were analyzed with logistic models (RQ 3). In 

contrast to study 2, not the difference to the automation was calculated, but t-tests for each 

condition were used to check whether participants’ steering and decelerating deviated from the 

automation (RQ 3). This method reveals differences for each condition rather than investigating 

how much time budget and vehicle dynamics contribute to the difference. 

 

Figure 11: Schematic illustration of the double lane change. 

Note. “Warning sign” by Alfa Design from Noun Project. “Work in progress sign” by Gleb 

Khorunzhiy from Noun Project. Both licensed under CC BY 4.0 

Note. The participants’ automated vehicle follows the lead vehicle on the same trajectory. The 

trigger was either presented before the first or the second obstacle. 

https://thenounproject.com/icon/warning-1048514/
https://thenounproject.com/icon/work-in-progress-215093/
https://cndfr.tumblr.com/
https://cndfr.tumblr.com/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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2.3.3 Results and discussion 

The analysis showed that lower TTC and higher TU led to increased criticality ratings. 

Only in the first lane change, TTC did not have an effect. On the one hand, this may indicate 

that participants truly evaluated the driving situations and, thus, can discriminate between 

different degrees of TTC and TU (RQ 1). On the other hand, it could also be that their answers 

were influenced by the outcome of their action, e.g. collision or lane departure, since they 

provided their rating after each trial. An additional analysis showed that the TOTs correlated 

with the ratings. This indicates that critical situations were perceived as such, and participants 

reacted accordingly. However, the ratings also correlated with collision frequency, suggesting 

that an a-posteriori assessment may be biased by the outcome of the maneuver to some extent. 

With more critical TTC and TU, lower take-over times (only in the second lane change), 

higher maximal decelerations, and higher maximal steering wheel angles were observed (RQ 

2). In the first lane change, more collisions occurred when TTC was less critical and TU was 

more critical. In both maneuver parts, participants departed from the lane more often with more 

critical TTC. Participants steered more than necessary in most conditions in the first lane change 

and in one condition in the second lane change, especially when TTC was more critical. This 

might be the reason for the higher lane departure probability with more critical TTCs in both 

lane changes. Additionally, participants decelerated more than the automation under all 

conditions. In total, the results on collisions, lane departures, steering, and deceleration indicate 

a poor and hazardous take-over performance (RQ 3). Especially, the observed lane departures 

and collisions deserve attention because they may lead to serious damages and would not have 

happened if the driver had not taken over vehicle control. 

The observed interactions of criticality ratings, TOTs, maximal steering wheel angles, 

and lane departures in the second lane changes showed that the effect of TTC was stronger 

when TU was less critical. It could be that more critical TU was perceived as a threat to the 

drivers’ safety and, thus, captured attention. Hence, fewer cognitive resources were available 

for processing other stimuli such as TTC (Kahneman, 1973). When TU was less critical, more 

cognitive resources were free to focus on TTC. Hence, TTC could have a stronger effect on the 

dependent variables. 

2.3.4 Conclusion 

To conclude, the results of study 3 demonstrated that more critical lane change situations 

concerning TTC and TU are perceived as such – at least to a certain extent. Take-overs in these 

situations lead to more extreme steering and decelerations. In most conditions, drivers tend to 
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overreact by steering and deceleration and worsen the situation, i.e. they cause lane departures 

and collisions. 
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3 Discussion 

Previous research intensively investigated system-initiated take-overs. However, driver-

initiated take-overs have barely been studied. The effects of vehicle dynamics on take-over 

behavior were not considered at all. Hence, the research question of the present thesis was what 

might happen if drivers initiate take-overs in highly time-critical and dynamic driving 

situations.  

To address the research question, three driving simulator studies were conducted. In 

study 1, two rating scales were validated to solidly survey the subjective criticality of the take-

overs in the following studies. In addition, the change of effort ratings and behavior over the 

repeated experience was examined. In studies 2 and 3, subjective criticality, take-over behavior, 

and performance were investigated in brake (study 2) and lane change situations (study 3) of 

varying criticality. 

A difference between the three studies should be kept in mind when discussing and 

comparing them. In the first and third experiment, lane change maneuvers were investigated. 

Here, TTC was varied because it is usually employed to describe the criticality of such 

situations (see the section on Time budget). Hence, the reported values in these two studies are 

comparable. In the second experiment, brake situations were examined. The time budgets 

referred to moving objects, the merging and braking vehicles. Hence, THW was used to vary 

and describe the time budgets. Besides, TU was not considered in study 1, while it was altered 

in longitudinal direction in study 2 and lateral direction in study 3. Thus, the absolute time 

budget- and TU-values of the lane change and the brake maneuvers represent a different 

criticality. Hence, the three studies should be compared with caution.  

3.1 Discussion of the results 

The discussion of the results follows the three main aspects of the present thesis: (1) 

criticality assessment, (2) repeatedly taking over, and (3) effects of time budget and vehicle 

dynamics in driver-initiated take-overs. 

3.1.1 Criticality assessment of driving situations 

It was demonstrated that the CRS and the SCA are equally valid scales to assess the 

criticality of driving situations. This is an important finding because it ensures the quality of 

the ratings obtained with the CRS and the SCA. However, validation can only ever be as good 

as the method used. Limitations of the study design are presented in the corresponding 
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publication (appendix C) and section 3.3. They discuss that there is no doubt that the scales 

need to be validated in further driving situations and with different variations of criticality. 

Also, testing the discriminant validity, reliability, and objectivity of the scales would increase 

the generalizability and value of the results. Besides, validation is not the only requirement to 

ensure that the ratings correspond with the perception. Scales also entail several disadvantages 

which should be considered. 

First, answering a question requires cognitive effort to understand it, recall the relevant 

information from memory, evaluate its relevance, and select an appropriate answer (Bogner & 

Landrock, 2016). Depending on the difficulty of the question, the cognitive ability of the 

respondents, and their motivation to reply truthfully, the answers can be biased (Bogner & 

Landrock, 2016).  

Second, further response biases of scales are possible. These are the tendencies for 

extreme or central responding or interviewer effects (Bogner & Landrock, 2016; Furnham, 

1986). Unambiguous and simple wording of the question, closed response format, and no 

middle answer category are methods that may counteract the mentioned biases (Bogner & 

Landrock, 2016; Moosbrugger & Kelava, 2020). These options to reduce distortion were 

considered in the development of the CRS. Additionally, CRS- and SCA-ratings were provided 

in absence of the interviewer in the presented studies. Hence, it can be assumed that these 

response biases were reduced to a certain extent. 

Third, scales do not allow a continuous measurement over time. Measuring perceived 

criticality permanently would have been an interesting aspect in the investigated driving 

situations because the time budgets and vehicle dynamics changed constantly and were not 

static throughout one trial. The reported values of the independent variables only represent the 

criticality of one selected moment. Hence, the collected ratings may refer to different 

manifestations of time budgets and vehicle dynamics than the intended ones. 

Psychophysiological parameters might be suitable for continuous measurement. However, they 

also still need to be validated as indicators for situational criticality. Yi et al. (2022) took a first 

step in that direction. They showed that more critical take-over situations led to higher skin 

conductance levels, higher heart rates, and larger pupil diameter. The psychophysiological 

variables correlated with the criticality ratings provided on the SCA (Yi et al., 2022). Future 

examinations should pick up here. 

Forth, without a continuous measurement, the point of time of the data collection has to 

be determined. The additional analysis in study 3 showed that a-posterior criticality ratings 
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significantly correlated with TOTs and frequency of collisions (Roche et al., 2022). This means 

that the ratings corresponded to the behavior but that the outcome was also considered when 

evaluating the driving situation after experiencing it. On the one hand, a bias of the ratings by 

the take-over behavior and the outcome of the maneuver cannot be excluded. On the other hand, 

a real-time evaluation may be biased by time pressure. 

Fifth, individual parameters may also affect the perception of driving situations and, 

thus, bias the evaluations. For example, in Banet and Bellet (2008), motorcyclists and car 

drivers watched video sequences of driving situations with a certain collision risk and rated its 

criticalities. Banet and Bellet (2008) observed that the criticality ratings of car drivers were 

significantly higher than those of motorcyclists. They assumed that the latter have a more 

pronounced sensation-seeking personality, hence, they accept more critical driving situations 

as tolerable. This demonstrates that the collected evaluations in studies 1, 2, and 3 might have 

been affected by the individual characteristics of the participants. 

Sixth, numerical values are commonly used to process the evaluations and to enable a 

statistical analysis (Moosbrugger & Kelava, 2020). In this case, originally ordinal scaled 

variables are treated as interval scaled. This is problematic because the assumptions for the 

application of these analysis methods are not met (Moosbrugger & Kelava, 2020). However, 

Moosbrugger and Kevala (2020) stated that ratings with a response format of five or more scale 

levels can be interpreted as approximate interval scaled. This applies to both tested scales. 

To conclude, evaluations obtained with scales do not necessarily correspond to the 

perception of the driving situations even when they are validated. First, responses may be biased 

for several reasons. Second, the statistical analysis may be based on wrong assumptions. 

However, some of these aspects may be counteracted by different design methods or neglected 

due to their presumably weak influence. Other assessment tools may allow a continuous and 

less biased evaluation of the criticality of driving situations, but they are not validated yet.  

3.1.2 Repeatedly taking over  

The results of study 1 indicate that effort and behavior barely change when repeatedly 

taking over vehicle control. Except brake inputs became weaker with increasing experience. 

This is in contrast to Brandenburg and Roche (2020), who observed an increase of deceleration 

over three trials. Visually inspecting the brake pedal input (see Figure 8f in appendix C) shows 

that the mean values per trial vary, indicating no specific trend. Additionally, the marginal 

coefficient of determination of this model was very low, suggesting that the factor ‘trial’ did 
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not explain much variance. It seems like a linear regression does not approximate the change 

of braking adequately.  

Perceived effort ratings, TOTs, and maximal steering wheel angles remained stable over 

trials. As mentioned in section 2.1.3, the change of criticality ratings are not considered further 

because they were assessed with a scale whose reliability has not yet been investigated. There 

are two possible reasons for the missing effects of the dependent variables. First, fatigue likely 

set in over trials which is assumed to lead to higher effort to stay awake (de Waard, 2002). At 

the same time, participants became more trained which probably made it easier for them to take 

over. Hence, the increased practice may have compensated for increasing effort to stay alert. 

Second, subjective criticality and take-over behavior might have changed during the five 

training trials. Or they adopted within the first experimental ones due to increasing practice 

with the driving simulator and the take-over scenario and hardly changed after that. A 

phenomenon like the one described was observed by Forster et al. (2019). They showed that 

take-over performance concerning transitions to SAE-level 2 or 3 fits a learning curve with a 

steep increase within the first trials followed by a stabilization (Forster et al., 2019). This curve 

is described by the power law of practice which considers training as mandatory to improve 

performance, i.e. react faster or make fewer errors, resulting in a noticeable improvement within 

the first repetitions (Neves & Anderson, 1981; Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981). But the change 

aims toward zero from a certain point of practice (Neves & Anderson, 1981). The first part of 

this assumption is supported by the results of different driving simulator studies. The 

participants were requested to take over two, three, or six times, respectively. It was observed 

that subjective criticality and perceived effort decreased, trust increased, take-overs became 

faster, and minimal TTCs increased over the repeated take-overs (Gold et al., 2015; Hergeth et 

al., 2015, 2017; Payre et al., 2016; Roche et al., 2018). Interestingly, deceleration increased in 

Brandenburg and Roche (2020) while it decreased Hergeth et al. (2017). In study 1, a larger 

number of trials (N = 10) compared to previous studies (N = 2, 3, 6) was conducted. Here, the 

ratings and behavior might have changed in the first trials and stabilized afterwards. For the 

analysis, a linear trend was adopted which might not have been appropriate to represent this 

effect. 

The findings on repeated take-overs are promising because they suggest that the results 

of driving simulator studies that examine several take-overs in a row are relatively valid because 

perceived effort and behavior do not change with increasing practice except maybe in the first 

take-overs. Using such designs might be necessary for several reasons: test efficiency, limited 

pool of participants, or testing within-subjects to control for individual differences between the 
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experimental groups. These are valid reasons to take the risk of small behavioral changes when 

testing several trials per participant. Nevertheless, it remains essential to systematically balance 

the experimental conditions to avoid any order effect. Researchers should also stay aware of 

potential behavioral changes when investigating several take-overs in one session.  

3.1.3 Effects of time budget and vehicle dynamics 

The effects of time budget and vehicle dynamics on criticality ratings, take-over 

behavior, and performance were the focus of the present thesis. They were used to evaluate how 

drivers perceive, behave, and perform (in) time-critical and dynamic driving situations to 

answer the research question what might happen if drivers take over vehicle control in time-

critical and dynamic driving situations.  

Kahneman’s capacity model of attention (1973) was used to explain the observed 

interactions between time budget and vehicle dynamics in the lane change situations (study 3). 

It assumes that the human cognitive potential is generally limited and must be directed to tasks 

to be activated. In turn, less capacity is available to carry out further activities. The allocation 

is determined by different aspects, among them the involuntary attention to novel or sudden 

stimuli (Kahneman, 1973). Transferred to the investigated lane change situations, it seems that 

the highly dynamic ones have presented such a trigger because the lateral accelerations were 

stronger and a loss of control was more likely. Also, the visual impression of the dynamic lane 

changes was intense. Thus, these aspects were processed, while fewer cognitive capacities were 

available to process other stimuli such as time budget. Consequently, the time budgets could 

hardly affect the dependent variables. It can be assumed that system 1 described by Kahneman 

(2011) was strongly involved in these situations. It is one of the two ways the brain works and 

is responsible for intuitive, fast thinking. System 1 requires little or no effort and operates 

automatically and involuntarily. In contrast, system 2 is associated with slow, effortful 

reasoning and concentration. It draws attention to voluntary, cognitively demanding tasks 

(Kahneman, 2011). With lower vehicle dynamics, the lateral accelerations were smaller. Hence, 

the situations might have appeared less threatening. In these cases, more capacities were 

available to pay attention to other aspects. So, the time budget could affect the dependent 

variables. System 1 might have been less involved. 

Criticality ratings 

The present thesis showed that drivers can discriminate between different degrees of 

criticality of driving situations realized by time budget and vehicle dynamics – assuming that 

the ratings correspond to the driving situation and do not reflect the outcome of the maneuver. 
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The effects of time budget are in line with previous studies which demonstrated that lower time 

budgets lead to higher criticality ratings (Roche & Brandenburg, 2018, 2020). 

The results of the present thesis extend the previously available knowledge that 

participants are sensitive to low time budgets and vehicle dynamics. This is a noteworthy 

finding as it indicates that drivers do not only perceive temporal differences in driving situations 

but also very small ones and variations of vehicle dynamics. The insights generated by the 

criticality ratings support the interpretation of observed take-over behavior. 

Take-over behavior 

Take-over behavior was evaluated by TOTs, deceleration, and steering variables. The 

observed means and standard deviations of TOTs for each study are presented in Table 1. 

Surprisingly, the means were lowest in the first study, even though, these situations were rated 

as least critical. Rather, it was expected that participants would take over slower if they 

evaluated the situations as less critical. This disparity may be due to the different simulators 

and software that was used in study 1 compared to studies 2 and 3. The setting and sampling 

frequency of study 1 may have led to the faster take-overs. But mean TOTs in study 2 were also 

lower than in study 3, even though, they were rated as less critical. Studies 2 and 3 were 

conducted in the same driving simulator but with different participants. These results indicate 

that comparing the absolute criticality ratings between studies and across different respondents 

might be misleading. Comparing criticality ratings within one study and with the same set of 

participants seems to be adequate as indicated by the higher TOTs and lower criticality ratings 

in the second lane changes compared to the first. 

Previous studies are consulted to classify the magnitude of the observed TOT-values. 

Eriksson and Stanton (2017) reviewed 25 driving simulator studies concerning time budgets 

and TOTs. They identified a mean TOT of 2,690 ms (SD = 1,960 ms) ranging from 1,550 s to 

15,000 ms (Eriksson & Stanton, 2017). This shows that the take-overs observed in the present 

thesis are very fast. There are three possible reasons for this finding.  

First, the lower time budgets in the present thesis compared to the studies included in 

the review of Eriksson and Stanton (2017) could be the reason for the difference. These lower 

time budgets may have elicited the faster take-overs as observed in Zhang et al. (2019). 

Second, the participants in studies 1, 2, and 3 did not perform any non-driving related 

task (NDRT) and could focus on the environment. Whereas, in most of the studies reported by 

Eriksson and Stanton (2017), participants were distracted by a NDRT. The missing distraction 

might have led to faster switches from supervising to controlling the vehicle and, hence, to 
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lower TOTs. Indeed, Feldhütter et al. (2017) observed faster take-overs of non-distracted 

drivers compared to those performing a NDRT.  

Third, in the present thesis, participants were highly trained to take over vehicle control 

before the experimental session started. Whereas participants of studies included in the review 

of Eriksson and Stanton (2017) experienced no or very little training and fewer experimental 

trials, e.g. Gold et al. (2016) or Lorenz et al. (2014). As discussed in the section on repeated 

take-overs (see 3.1.2), it could be that TOTs decreased within the first training and experimental 

trials due to increasing practice and were, then, on a lower level. 

Table 1: Means and standard deviations (SD) of criticality ratings and take-over times (TOTs) 

per study. 

  

Study Mean 

criticality 

ratings [pts.] 

SD 

criticality 

ratings [pts.] 

Mean 

TOTs [ms] 

SD 

TOTs [ms] 

Study 1: Lane change 

situations 

41.44 21.99 543 283 

Study 2: Brake 

situations 

49.64 26.16 567 333 

Study 3: First lane 

change situations 

65.42 25.81 825 262 

Study 3: Second lane 

change situations 

56.45 26.05 907 305 
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Study 3 demonstrated that TOTs were only affected by the time budget in the second 

lane change. Participants took over more slowly when they had the time to do so. With lower 

time budgets, they reacted appropriately by taking over faster. Roche and Brandenburg (2018, 

2020) observed comparable effects. Similarly, Zhang et al. (2019) extracted in their meta-

analysis that higher time budgets led to slower take-overs. This indicates that drivers may 

recognize when they have more time and use it to initiate the take-over. Whereas they react as 

fast as possible when necessary. A reason that the effect was not found in the first lane change 

might be its lower predictability. The lead vehicle covered the first obstacle while the second 

one was earlier visible. Hence, the first take-over situation appeared more sudden and likely 

produced faster reactions irrespective of time budget. This assumption is supported by the 

descriptively lower mean TOTs in the first compared to the second lane change (see Table 1). 

A floor effect could be the consequence. Therefore, different time budgets would have little or 

no influence on TOTs in the first situation. 

More critical and dynamic situations were evaluated adequately, as indicated by the 

criticality ratings. It seems as if this perception elicited stronger decelerations and steering. 

Roche and Brandenburg (2018, 2020) also observed that participants decelerated and steered 

more extreme when having less time to take over. These effects may have the following two 

reasons. First, with more critical time budgets, participants had less time to process the driving 

environment and select an appropriate action. Due to that, participants were probably frightened 

and reacted with stronger deceleration and steering as suggested by Davis (1984). However, 

such behavior was not necessary to avoid the obstacles. Second, in the more dynamic brake 

situations, the merging vehicle decelerated stronger. Hence, extreme deceleration was 

necessary and adequate to avoid a collision. Similarly, larger steering in the more dynamic lane 

change situations was required because the trajectories to evade the obstacles were steeper.  

Only in the second lane change, time budget did not affect maximal decelerations. These 

were the situations in which time budget affected TOTs. Hence, it could be that the faster take-

overs reduced the necessity to brake stronger. While in the brake situations and first lane 

changes, participants compensated for the missing differences of TOTs by more extreme 

braking.  

It can be summarized that more critical time budgets and vehicle dynamics act as intense 

and adverse stimuli and elicit the corresponding responses (Davis, 1984). Similarly, the 

predictability of the take-overs is suspected to affect the intensity of take-over actions. 

Additionally, high vehicle dynamics seem to strongly draw attention, activating system 1, 
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leaving little cognitive capacities to process other stimuli such as time budget (Kahneman, 

1973). 

Take-over performance 

Deceleration and steering should be strong enough to avoid collisions with the merging 

vehicle or the obstacles. But they should be as weak as possible to avoid loss of vehicle control, 

lane departures, and rear-end collisions. That way, the respective automation in studies 2 and 3 

was designed. Hence, the deceleration and steering in comparison to the automation and the 

potential consequences, e.g. lane changes, lane departures, and collisions, were used to evaluate 

take-over performance. 

The comparison with the automation is a rather novel approach to evaluate performance. 

The findings from this are discussed here. In the beginning of the research project, it was unclear 

which dependent variable fits best. In study 2, the difference between the deceleration behavior 

of the participants and the automation was calculated. The effects of time budget and vehicle 

dynamics on the deviation were then analyzed with linear mixed-effects models. In study 3, t-

tests between the participants’ deceleration and steering and the corresponding values of the 

automation were calculated for each condition. To evaluate take-over performance, t-tests were 

identified to be better suited because they reveal potential overreactions per experimental 

condition. This was more useful than investigating the effects of time budget and vehicle 

dynamics. However, for the evaluation of the performance, the behavior of the ADS served as 

reference. This is questionable because the ADS could have been implemented in many ways 

resulting in different data. For future comparisons, it would be advisable to create a truly ideal 

reference that meets criteria yet to be defined. 

The results of study 2 suggest that participants decelerated strongly almost irrespective 

of the vehicle dynamics. Similarly, in study 3, participants braked under all conditions. This 

behavior can be interpreted as an overreaction because no deceleration was necessary in study 

3. Participants might have considered strong braking as inevitable to avoid a collision with the 

merging vehicles or the obstacles. Or they might have preferred to reduce speed for the lane 

change maneuver. Either way, strong deceleration is hazardous because it may result in rear-

end collisions and loss of vehicle control. 

In the more time-critical and dynamic brake situations (study 2), more lane changes 

occurred. Possibly, changing lanes was the participants’ strategy to avoid a collision when less 

time for braking was available or when the situation was more dynamic. This strategy was 

successful to some extent: Only three collisions (out of 357 trials) occurred in study 2. However, 
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it could be that while avoiding the threat to collide with the merging vehicle, participants did 

not carefully check the lane they were changing to. In turn, participants risked collisions with 

vehicles on the adjacent lanes. Unfortunately, these events were neither simulated nor 

investigated in study 2. Recording and analyzing the gaze behavior would have provided more 

insights here. 

In study 3, more lane departures occurred when drivers had less time to avoid a collision. 

In these situations, participants steered more than necessary. Possibly, the stronger steering led 

to lane departures, demonstrating that a take-over under these conditions might be dangerous. 

Surprisingly, the lane departure frequencies were not affected by vehicle dynamics. It seems 

that participants were able to maintain control despite the stronger steering with higher vehicle 

dynamics. 

In the first lane changes of study 3, 30 collisions took place. Surprisingly, in 26 trials, 

participants collided with the first obstacle when they steered back to the left lane too early. 

This can be due to the participants’ striving to return to the initial state (here the lane) and to 

avoid the second obstacle as fast as possible without carefully checking their surroundings. It 

could also be that participants failed to develop an appropriate representation of the vehicle and 

the environment because the study was conducted in a driving simulator. The extension of the 

body schema to the nearly static vehicle may have been incomplete. Already in 1911, Head and 

Holmes identified passive movement as a powerful method to generate a correct body schema 

(Head & Holmes, 1911). The movement of the motion seat might not have been sufficient for 

that. Besides, it can be assumed that the vehicle in the driving simulator was not fully accepted 

as a tool, respectively extension of the body. This phenomenon was reported by Maravita and 

Iriki (2004), although in a very different setting. The researchers observed that the neuronal 

activity of primates changed after using a rake to get food. The interpretation of their finding 

was that the body schema extended through tool use (Maravita & Iriki, 2004). Based on that, it 

can be inferred that the experience with the simulated vehicle was insufficient to evoke an 

extension of the body schema. In real traffic, it should be easier for the drivers because the 

vehicle is truly moving. Consequently, it can be assumed that they would show different 

behavior with fewer collisions when steering back to the initial lane. 

The evaluation of take-over performance demonstrated that participants decelerate too 

much and steer too strong when taking over in such highly time-critical and dynamic driving 

situations. This behavior is hazardous because too high decelerations and strong steering 

increase the risk of losing vehicle control when the maximal horizontal force is exceeded. 
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Besides, rear-end collisions, collisions with vehicles on the adjacent lanes, and lane departures 

are more likely. The observed consequences of take-overs, e.g. collisions, are noteworthy 

because none of them would have happened if the drivers had not taken over.  

3.2 Development of assistant systems for take-overs 

The presented research has shown that driver-initiated take-overs can have serious 

consequences. However, drivers always have the right to override the system (United Nations 

Economic Commission for Europe, 2014). Hence, ways need to be found to enable such take-

overs while their harmful consequences are prevented. One way is to impede or moderate the 

drivers’ actions by assistance systems. It is assumed that the application of such systems 

improves the take-over quality and results in safer take-overs (Nguyen & Müller, 2020). 

Researchers introduced different concepts for assistance systems. Wada et al. (2016) and 

Saito et al. (2018) suggested a control transition with a smooth transfer, the so-called shared 

authority mode. During the take-over, the vehicle control should be gradually handed from the 

ADS to the driver while the system may adjust drivers’ extreme steering. This would grant the 

drivers more time to gain situation awareness. Walch et al. (2015) proposed different types of 

procedures for transferring the control from the ADS to the driver. One type is the immediate 

hand-over with a complete control shift once the system detects a driver input. This is the 

currently widely implemented form of hand-over procedure. Another type suggested by Walch 

et al. (2015) ought to assist the driver during the take-over, the system-monitored hand-over. 

The idea of this type is that the system adjusts the drivers’ input in case it would result in a 

critical situation (Walch et al., 2015). This procedure may support the driver during the take-

over and as long as needed after it.  

In the course of the DFG-research project, the automotive engineers from the Technische 

Universität Berlin developed two different assistance systems that may operate in brake and 

lane change situations (Nguyen & Müller, 2020). The first is based on a threshold and is a new 

concept. Drivers have to overcome a certain value before the ADS is deactivated and their input 

is executed (Nguyen & Müller, 2020). This threshold is lower for low critical and higher for 

highly critical driving situations. For example, more brake pedal force is needed to deactivate 

the ADS when time budgets are lower or TU is higher. With the second assistance system, the 

cooperative assistant, driver input is possible at all times, but the needed momentum to realize 

steering or decelerating is higher when the situation is more critical (Nguyen & Müller, 2020). 

Hence, steering demands more torque when the situation is more dynamic, i.e. when such 
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behavior is hazardous because a loss of vehicle control is likely. This concept is similar to the 

suggested one by Walch et al. (2015).  

Nguyen and Müller (2020) investigated which of their implementations, the threshold 

and cooperative assistant, performed best in brake and lane change situations. In a driving 

simulator, five participants experienced the most critical brake and lane change situations from 

studies 2 and 3, three times. In each trial, one of the two versions of assistance or no assistance 

was activated. Nguyen and Müller (2020) visualized the timely course of time budgets for the 

brake situations and the lateral position for the lane change situations. They compared it to the 

course of the automation. The visual inspection of the timely courses indicated that participants 

with the cooperative assistant deviated less from the automation’s time budgets or path for both 

situations than participants with the threshold or without any assistance (Nguyen & Müller, 

2020). 

Their results give a first impression that the cooperative assistant might be superior. 

However, special configurations of the two assistance systems were implemented with specific 

thresholds and settings based on time budget and TU (Nguyen & Müller, 2020). It is 

questionable whether these implementations of the assistance systems would prevent lane 

departures or collisions, especially those caused by too early steering back to the initial lane as 

observed in study 3. Different realizations of the two concepts might have shown different 

results. Furthermore, the versions were tested with only a small number of participants in one 

experimental condition per scenario. Besides, the results were not statistically analyzed but 

visually inspected. More elaborate testing and investigating different implementations of the 

assistance systems are required to consolidate the findings. Moreover, examining the 

implementations with more participants in a more realistic environment, e.g. a test track, would 

enhance the generalizability of the results. Such a study was conducted on a former military 

airfield in February and March 2020 in the course of the DFG-research project (Brandenburg 

et al., in preparation). 

3.3 Limitations and future studies 

The following limitations concerning all studies should be considered. They contribute 

to ideas for future investigations. 

First, the rating scales were validated for take-over situations in lane change maneuvers 

only. Besides, the criticality was varied by time budgets only. Further scenarios and different 

variations of the criticality of the driving situations might affect the ratings differently. Hence, 

it would enhance the generality of the results if the scales were validated in additional scenarios.  
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Second, participants were triggered to take over in studies 2 and 3. This procedure was 

necessary to elicit take-overs when the intended values of time budget and TU were met. It 

enabled the assignment of trials to experimental conditions and the comparability between 

them. However, it should be noted that the intended values were met at the moment of the 

trigger. They differed when participants took over because it could not be controlled when they 

did so. Besides, the take-over situations were artificially created. Hence, I cannot claim that I 

investigated naturalistic driver-initiated take-overs. However, the results indicate what might 

happen if drivers took over in these driving situations. This should be noted when transferring 

the results to driver-initiated take-overs. Future studies should focus on take-overs truly 

initiated by the drivers to be able to observe realistic take-over behavior. 

Third, the studies were conducted in fixed-based driving simulators. In study 1, the 

simulator consisted of a vehicle mock-up. For studies 2 and 3, a high-fidelity simulator was 

used with a motion seat to induce lateral and longitudinal accelerations. It is questionable how 

realistic these movements were. This might limit the generalizability of the results. For 

example, it could be that the many observed collisions in study 3 were a by-product of the 

driving simulator. As discussed in section 3.1.3 on take-over performance, the participants 

might have failed to generate an appropriate representation of the vehicle. However, 

investigating such highly critical situations on a test track and putting the drivers at high risks 

would have been irresponsible. Besides, Eriksson et al. (2017) showed that driving simulators 

are highly valid to investigate workload, perceived usefulness, satisfaction, and behavior in 

automated driving. And yet, in the course of this DFG-research project, a study was conducted 

on a test track (Brandenburg et al., in preparation). Participants were operating a real, automated 

vehicle. Virtual obstacles and vehicles were displayed on the drivers’ track. Similar to studies 

2 and 3, the in-built automation would have been able to evade the displayed obstacles. But 

participants were again triggered to take over. The results are not available yet, but they will 

show whether participants behave similarly in more realistic environments and with more 

pronounced accelerations. 

Fourth, several take-overs were tested in a row. This was due to test efficiency and the 

experimental setting. As presented in the introduction, increased practice in taking over may 

influence experience and behavior. But the results of study 1 indicated that perceived effort and 

behavior barely change over trials. Hence, it can be concluded that the results of studies 2 and 

3 are valid, even though, several take-overs were tested in one session. With the findings from 

study 1, it would have even been justifiable to exclude the first trials from the analysis of studies 

2 and 3 because the behavior stabilizes after the first take-overs (see section 3.1.2). 
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The effects of individual parameters were not investigated in the present thesis. Previous 

studies demonstrated that characteristics such as drivers’ personality (Banet & Bellet, 2008; 

Mesken et al., 2007; Zeeb et al., 2015), age (Körber et al., 2016), or multitasking ability (Körber 

et al., 2015) influence ratings and take-over behavior. Hence, open questions remain, such as: 

How do drivers’ characteristics influence criticality ratings and take-over behavior in highly 

time-critical and dynamic driving situations? 

Another aspect in this context has not yet been dealt with in this thesis. These are the 

relations between subjective criticality and take-over behavior and performance. On the one 

hand, a certain perception of the driving situation likely leads to corresponding behavior and 

performance, e.g. a driver who evaluates the driving situation as very critical might brake 

stronger than a driver who perceives it as less critical. Hence, an effect of subjective criticality 

on take-over behavior and performance is possible. The additional analysis in study 3 partially 

supported this assumption by showing that behavior in terms of TOTs correlated with criticality 

ratings. On the other hand, as discussed earlier, the timing of the evaluation is crucial. Behavior 

resulting in a certain performance might lead to corresponding criticality ratings if they were 

collected after the experience, e.g. situations that resulted in collisions might be rated as more 

critical. Indeed, study 3 showed that the criticality ratings also correlated with collision 

frequency. Hence, the explanatory value of retrospective evaluations concerning take-over 

behavior is limited. Investigating this relation may indicate whether the timing of the 

assessment of criticality is crucial. 

3.4 Conclusion and outlook 

The present thesis focused on the effects of driver-initiated take-overs on criticality 

ratings, take-over behavior, and performance. Previously, this type of control transfer had 

received very little attention. The research question of the thesis can be answered as follows: 

Drivers perceive more time-critical and dynamic driving situations as more critical and show 

extreme take-over behavior in terms of TOTs, steering, and deceleration. These actions result 

in severe consequences: loss of vehicle control, unintentional lane changes, lane departures, 

and collisions with the obstacles, vehicles traveling on the adjacent lane, or the crash barrier. 

Hence, it can be concluded that driver-initiated take-overs can carry a high risk. 

A final search shortly before submitting this thesis revealed that no new studies on the 

topic mentioned had been published, other than those that arose as part of this research project. 

And this despite the fact that the presented studies showed that there is a high need to deal more 

intensively with driver-initiated take-overs. Hence, research should focus on this aspect of 
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automated driving. Besides, ways must be found and investigated to prevent the serious 

consequences, especially as long as the legal regulations require the possibility of driver 

intervention at any times. And there are currently no indications that the Vienna convention 

will be amended concerning the provisions on automated driving soon. 

Only recently, in March 2022, the first Tesla factory in Europe was opened in 

Brandenburg, Germany (Hahn, 2022). Tesla is mainly known for its pioneering role in electric 

mobility. But the built-in systems also enable automated driving at SAE level 2. In addition, 

the company is already equipping its vehicles with hardware that can one day enable fully 

automated driving (SAE-level 5) through software updates (Tesla, Inc., 2022). This shows that 

the automotive industry is preparing for higher levels of automation, while the technical and 

regulatory requirements are not yet in place. This gap should be closed as soon as possible to 

be able to benefit from the advantages of automated driving introduced in section 1. 
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and corresponding studies 
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